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Questions on pages 156 and 157 can be answered 

on pages 158 and 159



p. 156, Introduction

 The first table contains a list of 28 

very bright stars. The second table 

of this activity contains a list of 30 

stars near the Earth. Also provided 

on the table is the spectral class of 

each star. Using these lists, plot the 

stars' absolute  magnitude vs. 

spectral class on the graph in your 

answer form. Use different colors 

for the near stars and for the bright 

stars.



p. 156, Introduction, SOLUTION

Plot data in tables on p. 157 on 

the blank H-R diagram 

provided on p. 158



p. 156, Q-1: What general trends or 

concentrations do you see in the 

data? Are there generalizations you 

can make about bright stars? Any 

generalizations about near stars?

 The bright stars are of all spectral 
classes and also vary greatly in 
absolute magnitude. Most plot on 
the Main Sequence. Bright stars 
are either big and cool or small 
and hot. They are class B to M and 
Magnitude -7 to +3



p. 156, Q-1: What general trends or 

concentrations do you see in the 

data? Are there generalizations you 

can make about bright stars? Any 

generalizations about near stars?

 The nearby are mostly class M and 
K. There is a cluster of them in 
Class M Magnitude -9 to -15



p. 156, Q-2: Our star, the Sun, is a G2 

spectral class star with an absolute 

magnitude of 4.8. How does it compare 

to the locations of the Near Stars on the 

diagram?

 The Sun is not like most 

nearby stars. Most of the 

nearby stars are not G2 class.



p. 156, Q-3: How does it 

compare to the locations of 

the Bright Stars on the 

diagram?

 The sun is also unlike most of 

the Bright Stars. The are not 

G2 class.



p. 156, Q-4: Which 

spectral class is most 

common?  Why?

 Red dwarf stars are the most 

common kind of stars in the 

Universe. These are main 

sequence stars but they have such 

low mass that they’re much cooler 

than stars like our Sun.  

Proxima 

Centauri, 

the closest 

star to the 

Sun at 4.2 

ly, is a red 

dwarf



p. 156, Q-5: Which 

spectral class is least 

common?  Why?

 O stars are the least common in the 
main sequence of stars. They are hot 
(30,000 degrees K), blue-white. Due to 
their high mass, O-type stars end their 
lives rather quickly in violent 
supernova explosions, resulting in 
black holes or neutron stars. Since 
they don’t live long, there are not 
many of them to see.

The 

central 

star of 

NGC 6826 

is a low-

mass O6 

star.    



p. 156, Q-6: In general, what is 

the relationship between the 

temperature of a star and its 

brightness?

Bright stars are big, red 

and cool or small, blue 

and hot.



p. 156, Q-7:  Most of the stars seem to be 

along a line from the upper left corner to 

the lower right corner of the HR Diagram. 

Stars that fall into this category of stars 

are called main sequence stars. Does 

our Sun fit into this category

 The Sun is a G2V or a yellow 

dwarf in the main sequence of a 

star’s life cycle

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-journal-of-astrobiology/article/why-do-we-find-ourselves-around-a-yellow-star-instead-of-a-red-star/32D26AF011568079CC454F9250994245


p. 156, Q-8: 8. Consider the rogue 

stars in the upper right hand and the 

lower left hand corner. What are the 

bright cool stars? What are the hot 

dim stars? Where are they located 

on the H-R Diagram? SOLUTION A

He bright cool stars are Red Giants

In upper right-hand corner of HR diagram



p. 156, Q-8: Consider the rogue stars 

in the upper right hand and the 

lower left hand corner. What are the 

bright cool stars? What are the hot 

dim stars? Where are they located 

on the H-R Diagram? SOLUTION B

He hot dim stars are White Dwarfs

In lower left-hand corner of HR diagram



p. 156, Q-9: 9. Stars that are "on the main 

sequence" are generally very stable stars that are 

combining their hydrogen atoms into larger 

helium atoms (this action is called fusion and 

gives off energy).  Where in the star do you  think 

this fusion reaction is most likely occurring? Why?

 In the interior of the star where pressure 

and temperature are the greatest.





p. 157, Q-10:  Main sequence stars that are 

very bright are fusing hydrogen atoms into 

helium atoms at an enormous rate. Do you 

think that these bright stars will burn forever? 

How long do you think these stars will shine 

compared to the dimmer main sequence 

stars?

 The big bright stars are using 

up their hydrogen and 

helium and will become a 

nova or supernova. They will 

NOT shine forever. They have 

shorter life spans than the 

dimmer main sequence 

stars.



p. 157, Q-11: Why is it that 

black holes do not appear on 

the HR Diagram?

 Black Holes have no luminosity or 

absolute brightness, so can not be 

plotted on the H-R diagram



p. 157, Q-12: Discuss what 

you think might occur when 

a star depletes its supply of 

hydrogen

 When a star uses the hydrogen in its 
core it will start burning hydrogen in 
a shell around the core and 
become a red giant. After that the 
star will either collapse into a white 
dwarf or start fusing helium, 
depending on its mass.






